Abstract: Pre-eclampsia (PE) complicates 2%-8% of all pregnancies and is an important cause of perinatal morbidity and mortality worldwide. In order to reduce these complications and to develop possible treatment modalities, it is important to identify women at risk of developing PE. The use of biomarkers in early pregnancy would allow appropriate stratification into high and low risk pregnancies for the purpose of defining surveillance in pregnancy and to administer interventions. We used formal methods for a systematic review and meta-analyses to assess the accuracy of all biomarkers that have been evaluated so far during the first and early second trimester of pregnancy to predict PE. We found low predictive values using individual biomarkers which included a disintegrin and metalloprotease 12 (ADAM-12), inhibin-A, pregnancy associated plasma protein A (PAPP-A), placental growth factor (PlGF) and placental protein 13 (PP-13). The pooled sensitivity of all single biomarkers was 0.40 (95% CI 0.39-0.41) at a false positive rate of 10%. The area under the Summary of Receiver Operating Characteristics Curve (SROC) was 0.786 (SE 0.02). When a combination model was used, the predictive value improved to an area under the SROC of 0.893 (SE 0.03). In conclusion, although there are multiple potential biomarkers for PE their efficacy has been inconsistent and comparisons are difficult because of heterogeneity between different studies. Therefore, there is an urgent need for high quality, large-scale multicentre research in biomarkers for PE so that the best predictive marker(s) can be identified in order to improve the management of women destined to develop PE.
Introduction
Pre-eclampsia (PE) is an important cause of perinatal morbidity and mortality and complicates 2%-8% of pregnancies [1] . Worldwide, PE is responsible for more than 50,000 maternal deaths annually [2, 3] . It is characterized by de novo hypertension and proteinuria after 20 weeks of gestation. However, PE continues to cause diagnostic dilemmas due to the heterogeneity of its clinical presentations. Clinical phenotypes range from early-onset severe hypertension accompanied by fetal growth restriction and its consequences to late-onset mild hypertension with a normally grown (or even macrosomic) fetus and few long-term complications. The concept that PE may involve several subtypes is now emerging in the literature. It is thought that the end clinical presentation may be due to the maternal response to abnormal placentation or placental function [4] .
As PE cannot be predicted by previous obstetric history and risk factors alone [5] , much research has focused on the identification of women at high risk of developing PE. This would allow more intensive monitoring of this high risk group as well as targeted prophylactic intervention, timely diagnosis and treatment. The identification of PE biomarkers in early pregnancy would enable appropriate stratification of a pregnancy into high and low risk, such that a positive predictive test would allow specific therapeutic interventions. Maternal deaths due to PE might thus be avoided more easily as the ultimate long term goal [6] . However, on a pragmatic basis, the identification of PE biomarkers would lead to increased maternal surveillance of high risk pregnancies and improve perinatal outcomes.
Due to the complex pathophysiology and aetiology of PE, a wide range of potential biomarkers have been investigated [7] . These biomarkers can be classified under different categories and many novel biomolecules have been identified. In addition to the predictive value of biomarkers, the identification of these entities (e.g., metabolomic or proteiomic molecules) may elucidate the underlying mechanism for the pathogenesis of PE. Although no single biomarker has been deemed suitable for clinical application at present [8] various novel biomarkers or combinations of biomarkers with other well recognized clinical parameters are promising. To this end, we conducted a systematic review and meta-analyses of biomarkers during the first half of pregnancy for the prediction of PE.
Results
Of the 1716 identified articles, 147 articles were included following full screening. The study selection process is illustrated in Figure 1 , while the overall result of the QUADAS-2 quality assessment is shown in Figure 2 . Figure 3 demonstrates the frequency of the different laboratory biomarkers in all included studies (401 laboratory biomarkers were described in 147 studies). Placental growth factor (PlGF), pregnancy associated plasma protein A (PAPP-A), soluble fms-like tyrosine kinase (sFLT) and placental protein 13 (PP-13) were the most commonly studied biomarkers. We were able to extract sensitivity and specificity from 36 studies for all PE, 10 studies for EOPE and 7 studies for LOPE; we performed a meta-analyses of all single biomarkers and of the reported combination of biomarkers separately. We performed separate meta-analyses for the following biomarkers (>2 studies available): a disintegrin and metalloprotease 12 (ADAM-12), inhibin-A, PAPP-A, PlGF, PP-13. The characteristics of the included studies are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 . General characteristics of the included studies in the meta-analyses. GH: gestational hypertension; SGA: small for gestational age. PTB: preterm birth. The outcomes used were in line with the definitions from International Society for the study of Hypertension (ISSHP) [9] . 
PE
In studies which analysed women with PE without sub-classifying into EOPE and LOPE, the pooled sensitivity of all single biomarkers (n = 66) was 0.40 (95% CI 0.39-0.41, I 2 96.9%) at a false positive rate of 10% (Figure 4) . The area under the SROC was 0.786 (SE 0.02) ( Figure 5 ). The pooled sensitivity, specificity and area under the SROC of the separate meta-analyses of ADAM-12, inhibin-A, PAPP-A, PlGF and PP-13 are shown in Table 2 . All these meta-analyses showed a high heterogeneity (I 2 > 50%). 
Early-Onset PE
In the group of studies which categorized EOPE separately (n = 17), the pooled sensitivity of all single biomarkers was 0.37 (95% CI 0.32-0.41, I 2 82.4%) with a specificity of 0.88 (95% CI 0.87-088, I 2 98.8%). The area under the SROC was 0.794 (SE 0.05). The pooled sensitivity, specificity and area under the SROC of the separate meta-analyses of PAPP-A, PlGF and PP-13 are shown in Table 2 .
Late-Onset PE
In late-onset PE, (n = 14), the pooled sensitivity of all single biomarkers was 0.22 (95% CI 0.19-0.25, I 2 82.2%) with a specificity of 0.89 (95% CI 0.88-089, I 2 97.4%). The area under the SROC was 0.763 (SE 0.106). The pooled sensitivity, specificity and area under the SROC of the separate meta-analyses of PAPP-A is shown in Table 2 . 
Combination of Biomarkers

Discussion
There is extensive literature on biomarkers in relation to PE and despite our focused strategy, we identified 401 biomarkers from the included publications. We then conducted a systematic review and meta-analyses using studies where we were able to extract comparable data for AUC and with more than two studies for each biomarker.
We examined single biomarkers in research conducted with different study cohorts, i.e., EOPE, LOPE or PE in general. Five biomarkers were highlighted: ADAM-12, inhibin-A, PAPP-A, PlGF and PP-13. ADAM12 is part of the ADAM protein family, which are involved in cell-to-cell and cell-to-matrix interactions in neural and muscle development as well as fertilization [51] [52] [53] . PAPP-A is part of the first trimester Down's syndrome screening test and is a large zinc glycoprotein produced by placental trophoblasts [54] . PlGF and sFLT are both angiogenic factors. PlGF is a polypeptide growth factor mainly expressed in placental trophoblasts and regulate the early development of placental villi [55] while sFLT induces endothelial cell dysfunction [56] .
Prediction models utilizing a combination of biomarkers and clinical parameters improved the predictive value in studies examining PE (without distinction of EOPE and LOPE) with an area under the SROC of 0.893. However, the majority of combined models include evaluation of clinical history or assessment of uterine artery Doppler waveforms. This limits the potential of solely using laboratory-based biomarkers.
A limitation of this study is that our search strategy lead to significant number of missed articles that were found subsequently by other means, such as through the reference lists of articles that have been already identified. This may be due to our limited search terms and the wide variation in terminology used for studies on PE. Previous meta-analyses on early pregnancy biomarkers for PE have concentrated on either biochemical markers alone [42] or in combination with ultrasound indices [57] [58] [59] .
Due to the low population prevalence of PE, despite >200 studies on candidate biomarkers in the literature, none (nor any combination) have been identified with specificity and sensitivity that are useful for clinical practice [60] . The systematic review from the World Health Organization (WHO) concluded that there is no cost effective or reliable screening test (clinical, biophysical, or biochemical) for PE [61] . Perhaps this finding reflects that different types of biomarkers could point to different preventative strategies. For example, pregnancies associated with raised ADAM levels may need to be treated with aspirin, while those linked to raised PlGF levels may need to be treated with calcium.
The low predictive values using a single biomarker may be due to the heterogeneity between most studies such that we were unable to extract comparable data. Despite using the International Society for the study of Hypertension (ISSHP) definition in our review, there is a wide variation in the clinical manifestations and categorization of PE, such as early or late gestation, maternal or placental disease and mild or severe degree of PE. These could have introduced additional variability between the studies. Furthermore, many studies were conducted using different biomarkers, study population and definition of PE phenotype, i.e., EOPE, LOPE or PE as one entity. We identified 147 articles but only 36 of these could be included in the meta-analyses. For each biomarker analyzed, the number of studies was even lower.
Many publications used PE, without sub-classification into EOPE and LOPE. This resulted in a poorly defined phenotype of PE which may further contribute to the low predictive value in these studies.
As EOPE and LOPE have distinct and different pathogenesis mechanisms, it is likely that they are characterized by different biomarkers. Therefore, it is important to stratify study populations appropriately for accurate identification of biomarkers.
A possible source of bias arises from the over-representation of case-control studies in the reviewed literature. Furthermore, some studies were only conducted in women at high-risk of developing PE. Biomarkers which only have a high predictive value in EOPE may be another cause of overestimation. On the other hand, it is difficult to conduct studies focusing on LOPE as the phenotype is generally less severe than EOPE.
A well-designed study for biomarkers to predict PE in early pregnancy should be conducted in clearly defined populations, such as those with EOPE. The classic WHO screening criteria by Wilson and Jungner [62] can be adapted for biomarker studies [63, 64] . These include: clearly defined clinical population and setting for use, set inclusion and/or exclusion criteria, focused outcome of interest, prospective specimen collection, aim for positive biomarker results in case and negative biomarker results in control, random selection of case and control subjects, accurate definition of true positive and true negative rates, clinically acceptable minimal test performance, favourable comparison with current risk stratification strategy, defined procedures for sample collection, processing, storage and retrieval, blind sampling, consideration of null hypothesis and alternative hypotheses, adequate sample size and that there is a policy present for early termination of the study if appropriate.Identification of women at risk of PE pre-eclampsia is the first step to effective intervention and prevention. However, currently there are no reliable biomarker tests for PE that have been accepted for wide clinical use and some countries have banned the use of biomarker screening in early gestation due to the possibility of inaccurate predictive test and its ethical implications. It is vital to develop a screening tool which is clinically relevant due to the serious consequences of incorrect risk stratification and inappropriate medication or pregnancy surveillance.
Methods
Studies
We searched MEDLINE, EMBASE, Cochrane and ISI web of science from inception to 31st January 2015 using a combination of search terms with synonyms related to pre-eclampsia ("preeclampsia", "pre-eclampsia", "EPH", "pregnancy toxemia", "edema-proteinura-hypertension gestos", "PE"), biomarkers ("biological markers", "biomarker", "biological markers", "laboratory markers", "proteomics", "metabolomics", "surrogate endpoint", "surrogate end point"), and first trimester pregnancy ("early pregnancy", "first trimester pregnancy", "pregnancy trimester, first", "first pregnancy trimester", "first trimester", "early placental phase"). There were no limitations made on publication date or patient sample size. We excluded publications which were not in English. Animal studies were not included.
Study Selection
Two independent reviewers (Pensée Wu and Caroline van den Berg) screened the title, abstract and key words of each article and made a record of the study design, biomarker type, and test period during pregnancy and study outcome. We included observational studies (cohort, cross-sectional and case-control) which assessed tests performed in the first or early second trimester of pregnancy for predicting pre-eclampsia in unselected women. The outcome definitions were as described in the definition of PE from International Society for the study of Hypertension in Pregnancy (ISSHP). [9] Comments, editorials, case series (as defined by the authors of the studies) or reports were excluded, as were biomarker tests performed after 20 weeks of gestation. Genetic markers were not included as they require a different methodological approach and meta-analytic techniques. Reviews were included in the original search, to check for additional references.
Quality Assessment
An adapted version of the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS-2) tool was used to determine the methodological quality of the selected studies as not all items of the tools were relevant to our review [65, 66] . Summary scores were not calculated as their interpretation is difficult and may be potentially misleading [67] .
Data Extraction and Synthesis
We extracted the study outcome measures which were shown in the articles (odds ratio, risk ratio, area under the curve (AUC), sensitivity and specificity). In multiple or duplicate publication of the same data set, we used the most complete or the most recent study. To perform the meta-analyses we only used studies where a sensitivity and specificity was reported. We performed these meta-analyses separately for the three different outcomes: PE, early-onset PE (EOPE, before 34 weeks of gestation) and late-onset PE (LOPE, after 34 weeks of gestation). Studies that used biomarkers in combination with clinical parameters were analyzed separately.
Meta-DiSc (version 1.4; Zamora et al., Madrid, Spain) [68] was used for statistical analyses. A pooled sensitivity and specificity was calculated, as well as a Summary of Receiver Operating Characteristics Curve (SROC). Raw data were used from each study, as adjustments for confounding effects varied between different studies. The inverse variance of the study was used to determine the weighting of studies in the meta-analyses. The random effects model was chosen due to the expected clinical and statistical heterogeneity among the studies. We assessed the heterogeneity of the results among studies through visual examination of Forest plots of AUC's, and using the I 2 test [69] . For all effect estimates, a value of p < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
Conclusions
We found that PlGF was best at predicting EOPE as a single biomarker. However, a combination model performed better than a single biomarker if studying PE as a single entity. A combination model including clinical and uterine artery Doppler assessments, negates the attraction of using a laboratory-based biomarker(s) prediction strategy.
Despite multiple potential biomarkers for PE, the efficacy of these markers has been inconsistent between different studies. The IMPROvED (IMproved PRegnancy Outcomes by Early Detection) study is an international multicentre study screening 5000 women in five European countries with the aim of developing a clinically robust predictive blood test for PE, utilising novel metabolite and protein biomarkers [60] . We hope our study will contribute towards the ultimate goal of identifying the best predictive marker(s) and improve the management of women destined to develop PE.
